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a C is a C is a C

camembert
cucumber
camembert
cucumber
mamember
come on bear
coucou m’ber	
tamembert
gamembert
koukouben

incontinent mumbling & jumping betwixt melloncoalies dark
and yellow gray speed cogitations on eating and spitting
our bodies illapse Orthography’s furious

« a C is a C is a C » was written on Surrounded poetry (madeleineaktypi.tumblr.com), January 25, 2014. It has been republished in Nicolas Boulard et al., Specific Cheeses #3, April 2015 and in M. Aktypi, Poor Data, a papercut in surrounded poetry, June 2015.
sots

viande
meat
κρέας
Fleisch
carne
carny
fly flesh fly
créneau
grue
mite
viande

« Sots » was written on Surrounded poetry (madeleineaktypi.tumblr.com), April 3, 2015 and has been republished in M. Aktypi, Poor Data, a papercut in surrounded poetry, June 2015.